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Film production role 1 Director  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 3/4

Comments

The candidate has provided clear filmmaker intentions that are supported by references to 
both film and literary text throughout the pages. Through these references the candidate 
has identified a clear focus for each clip that is relevant to the source named, which then 
influences decision making in the production phases. The candidate has identified aspects 
of the visual narrative that they wanted to see come forward in the film, these are not always 
linked directly to directing but rather towards compiling the final product. There is a good 
understanding of the chosen film production role of director evidenced, however more 
specific examples of the action of directing were needed to bring this to the next level on 
the rubric. Supporting evidence is present, but the balance between written and visual 
evidence is somewhat heavier towards the written. The writing does support good evidence 
of process, however. The work evidences the following command term in the portfolio pages: 
Explain.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 2/4

Comments

The candidate has evidenced two clips as director. The clips evidence an adequate 
understanding of film structure as a whole, the first clip is stronger than the second in this 
aspect. There is evidence of direction in the first clip with regards to the narrative being self-
sufficient. Planned artistic elements are present in both clips, blocking has been considered 
in clip 1, along with dramatic elements tied to genre. 

Film production role 2 Editor  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 3/4

Comments

The candidate mentions that editing was a role outside of their comfort zone. They have 
provided a clear intention to be able evoke genre through an edit with a focus on colour 
correction. There is some cross-over between the visual and sound in the editing write up, 
the candidate is still within the role of editor despite this discrepancy in clip 1. The pages 
evidence a learning experience appropriate to the role and decision-making influenced by 
films seen and an understanding of how to use the editing software. There is clear evidence 
of intent based on inquiry that the candidate acts upon. The pages are reflective in their 
manner, a clear evaluation of the work done would bring this work to the next level. The work 
evidences the following command term in the portfolio pages: Explain.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 2/4

Comments

The candidate has evidenced two clips as the editor. These are adequate examples of the role 
of editor. The work achieves an acceptable level of coherent narrative appropriate to the role. 
The candidate has been effective in moments of the clips, and the clips evidence a typical 
understanding of constructing a film narrative. Some of the cuts are unmotivated and the 
pacing is inconsistent. 
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Film production role 3 Sound  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

The candidate has completed pages that show a mature level of understanding regarding 
the film production role of sound and a clear understanding of how the claimed influence of 
French New Wave would guide creative decision making within the planned film. The pages 
are cohesive and insightful with regards to intent, process and outcomes. The work evidences 
the following command term in the portfolio pages: Evaluate.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments
The film is handled well with regards to sound, there are clear moments where a high level is 
achieved and in line with the stated intentions. Skills and techniques support approaches to 
the role that are highly effective.

General 
commentary 

This is a great example of where the submitted portfolio pages 
have been completed at a higher level than the submitted film reel. 
The candidate formulates clear filmmaker intentions, which are 
used to lead all research and skill development. The reel provides 
diversity and it is evident that the candidate is more skilled in certain 
production roles. Teacher are reminded of the importance to assess 
Criterion A before assessing criterion B (role by role). 

Total

Mark
18/24


